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Abstract. We proposed a new secure oblivious transfer protocol from
indistinguishability obfuscation in this paper. Our main technical tool
is the candidate indistinguishability obfuscation introduced in [1] and
a dual-mode cryptosystem proposed in [2]. Following their steps, we
presents a new k-out-of-l oblivious transfer protocol, its realization from
DDH is described in this paper, in which we combined indistinguisha-
bility obfuscation with the dual-mode cryptosystem. The security of our
scheme mainly relies on the indistinguishability of the obf-branches ( cor-
responding to the two modes in dual-mode model). Our paper explores
a new way for the application of indistinguishability obfuscation.

Keywords: Indistinguishability obfuscation, Oblivious transfer, dual-
mode cryptosystem.

1 Introduction

Oblivious Transfer(OT) is a two-party protocol, which was first proposed by
Rabin[3] in 1981 and developed by Even, Goldreich and Lempel[4]. Oblivious
Transfer is an important tool to construct cryptographic primitives and has
been widely used in various applications such as signing fair electronic contract,
private information retrieval and secure multi-party computation and so on.
Oblivious Transfer is such a protocol which allows receiver obtain exactly one
of several values from sender. The receiver don’t know other values except the
one he chose. The sender don’t know which value was received. There are a
lot of cryptologists have been dedicating to study OT protocol. An efficient
two-message OT protocol based on decisional Diffie-Hellman(DDH) assumption
had been constructed by Naor and Pinkas[5][6] and Aiello, Ishai and Reingold[7]
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independently. Peikert, Vaikuntanathan and Waters[2] also presented an efficient
composable non-adaptive OT protocol for 1-out-of-2 variant under decisional
Diffie-Hellman(DDH), whose primary technology is a dual-mode cryptosystem
and our protocol was inspired their skill and develop it, the specific method see
below.

Obfuscation has been formally proposed by Barak, Goldreich et al.[8] at
the first time. Roughly speaking, program obfuscation aims to make a com-
puter program ”unintelligible” while preserving its functionality. Barak et.al
defined a notion of virtual black box(VBB) obfuscation and proved that this
notion is impossible to realize in general, i.e., some functions are VBB unob-
fuscatable. In order to avoid impossible results, Barak et.al defined a weaker
notion, i.e, indistinguishable obfuscation, concretely, for a class of circuits C,
for any two equivalent circuits C0, C1 from the class, the two distribution of
obfuscations iOpC0q and iOpC1q should be computationally indistinguishable,
and point out that if the circuit class C has efficiently computable canonical
forms, then the computation of that canonical form would already be an indis-
tinguishability obfuscator. More recently, there are several great breakthrough
about obfuscation[1][9][10][11][12][13][14], the most important one is that Garg
et al.[1] presented an efficient construction of iO for all circuits, basing security in
part on assumptions related to multilinear maps, which they called Multilinear
Jigsaw Puzzles.

Lately, Garg and Gentry et al.[15] present a two-round secure multi-party
computation(MPC) from indistingushability obfuscation which also use a NIZK
proof system, a CCA-secure PKE scheme and embedded use of n-party semi-
honest MPC protocol. It is well known that oblivious transfer is an block to
construct multi-party computation and inspired by this work, we try to use in-
distinguishability obfuscation to construct a secure oblivious transfer protocol,
which don’t require the CCA-secure PKE scheme.

Our Contributions. Our goal in this paper is to construct a secure oblivious
transfer protocol from indistinguishable obfuscation. We follow Peikert, Vaikun-
tanathan and Waters’s steps and generalized their result to non-adaptive OT
protocol for k-out-of-l variant under decisional Diffie-Hellman(DDH). And at
the same time, we find there are a little defective in their scheme and we im-
prove it(In the SetupMessy phase and SetupDec phase, the length of t are not
equal, adversary may distinguish SetupMessy from SetupDec when performing
one of these two operation, then it maybe lead to the leak of some information).
But our protocol take obf-branch instead of dual-mode as a block to construct
the protocol.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives preliminaries which contain
five parts; Section 3 constructs a obfuscator for the encryption scheme based on
DDH; Then section 4 proposes a new oblivious transfer protocol from indistin-
guishability obfuscation. We give security proof in section 5 and conclude this
paper in section 6.



2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present the hardness assumption and the definitions of basic
blocks used in the whole paper. We let N denote the natural numbers. For n P N,
rns denotes the set t1, . . . , nu. We let ploypnq denote an unspecified function
fpnq “ Opncq for some constant c. The security parameter will be denoted by
n throughout the paper. We let neglpnq denote some unspecific function fpnq

such that f “ opn´cq for every fixed c, saying that such a function is negligible.
We say that a probability is overwhelming if it is 1 ´ neglpnq.

2.1 Complexity Assumptions

Let Setup be an algorithm that takes as input a security parameter 1n and
outputs a group description G “ pG, p, gq, where G is a cyclic group of prime
order p and g is a generator of G. The specific definition as follow:

Definition 1. (DDH Assumption) For every PPT machine D, all sufficiently
large n P N, every random generator g, h P G,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Pr

»

–

G “ pG, p, gq Ð Setupp1nq;
a Ð Zq;h Ð G; : decision “ 1
decision Ð Dpp, pg, h, ga, haqq.

fi

fl ´

Pr

»

–

G “ pG, p, gq Ð Setupp1nq;
a Ð Zq; b Ð Zq;h Ð G; : decision “ 1
decision Ð Dpp, pg, h, ga, hbqq.

fi

fl

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
1

ppnq

where G is a cyclic group of prime order p.

That is, the tuples pg, h, ga, haq and pg, h, ga, hbq are computationally indistin-
guishable.

2.2 Indistinguishability Obfuscator

In this subsection we represent the notion of indistinguishability obfuscation
piOq which is defined in [8] using candidate multilinear maps by Garg et al.
lately.

Definition 2. (Indistinguishability Obfuscator piOq) A uniform PPT machine
iO is called an indistinguishability obfuscator for a circuit class Cn if the following
conditions are satisfied:

– For all security parameters n P N, for all C P Cn, for all inputs x, we have
that

PrrC 1pxq “ Cpxq : C 1 Ð iOpn,Cqs “ 1



– For any (not necessarily uniform) PPT distinguisher D, there exists a neg-
ligible function α such that the following holds: For all security parameters
n P N, for all pairs of circuits C0, C1 P Cn, we have that if C0pxq “ C1pxq

for all inputs x, then

ˇ

ˇPrrDpiOpn,C0qq “ 1s ´ PrrDpiOpn,C1qq “ 1s
ˇ

ˇ ď αpnq

2.3 Candidate Indistinguishability Obfuscation for all circuits

In FOCS2013, Garg et al.[1] gave the first construction for indistinguishabil-
ity obfuscation for all circuits. Firstly, they described a candidate construc-
tion for indistinguishability obfuscation for NC1 circuits. The security of this
construction is based on a new algebraic hardness assumption. The candidate
and assumption use a simplified variant of multilinear maps, which we called
Multilinear Jigsaw Puzzles. Secondly, they showed how to use indistinguisha-
bility obfuscation for NC1 together with Fully Homomorphic Encryption(with
decryption in NC1) to achieve indistinguishability obfuscation for all circuits.

In this subsection we introduce the construction of candidate indistinguisha-
bility obfuscation. Their construction makes use of two primitives: Perfectly
Sound Non-Interactive Witness Indistinguishability Proofs and Fully Homomor-
phic Encryption. They also use the fact that any poly-time circuit computation
can be verified by a ”low=depth” circuit in NC1. Let (SetupFHE , EncryptFHE ,
EvalFHE , DecryptFHE). Furthermore, they assumed the decryption algorithm
DecryptFHE can be realized by a family of circuits in NC1 and that the system
has perfect correctness.

The construction is described by an Obfuscate algorithm and an Evaluation
algorithm:

– Obfuscate(1n,C P Cn): The SetupFHE algorithm takes the security param-
eter n and computes the following.
1. Generate the keys(pk1FHE ,sk

1
FHE) Ð SetupFHEp1nq and (pk2FHE ,sk

2
FHE)

Ð SetupFHEp1nq. If we are using a leveled FHE scheme, the number of
levels should be set to be the depth of Un.

2. Generate ciphertexts q1 = EncryptFHEppk1FHE , Cq and q2 = EncryptFHE

ppk2FHE , Cq. Here we assume that C is encoded in a canonical form as
an l bit string for use by the universal circuit Unp¨, ¨q.

3. Generate an NC1 obfuscation for the program P1psk1
FHE,q1,q2

q as P =

iONC1(P1psk1
FHE,q1,q2

q).(P1 see Figure 1.)
4. The obfuscation components are output as: σ = (P ,pk1FHE ,pk

2
FHE ,q1,q2).

– Evaluate (σ “ pP, pk1FHE , pk
2
FHE , q1, q2q): The Evaluate algorithm takes in

the obfuscation output σ and program input m and computes the following.
1. Compute e1 = EvalFHEppk1FHE , Unp¨,mq, q1q and e2 = EvalFHEppk2FHE ,

Unp¨,mq, q2q.
2. Compute a low depth proof ϕ that e1 and e2 were computed correctly.
3. Run P pm, e1, e2, ϕq and output the result.



P1
Given input pm, e1, e2, ϕq,P1psk1

FHE,q1,q2
q proceeds as follows:

1. Check if ϕ is a valid low-depth proof for the NP-statement:
e1=EvalFHEppk1FHE , Unp¨,mq, q1q^e2=EvalFHEppk2FHE , Unp¨,mq, q2q

2. If the check fails output 0; otherwise, output DecryptFHEpe1, sk
1
FHEq.

Fig.1.

P2
Given input pm, e1, e2, ϕq,P2psk2

FHE,q1,q2
q proceeds as follows:

1. Check if ϕ is a valid low-depth proof for the NP-statement:
e1=EvalFHEppk1FHE , Unp¨,mq, q1q^e2=EvalFHEppk2FHE , Unp¨,mq, q2q

2. If the check fails output 0; otherwise, output DecryptFHEpe2, sk
2
FHEq.

Fig.2.
The correctness and security of the candidate indistinguishability obfuscation
have been proved in [1].

2.4 Randomization

Let G be an arbitrary multiplicative group of prime order p. For each x P Zp,
we define LGpxq “ ppg, gxq, g P Gq. Let g, h P G are generators of G. The
probabilistic algorithm Randomize takes g, h P G and gx, hx P G as input, then
output a pair pu, vq P G2. The specific progress as follow: Choose s, t Ð Zp

independently, let u “ gsht and v “ pgxqsphxqt, Randomizepg, h, gx, hxq output
pu, vq. Then this algorithm have two properties as below.

– If pg, gxq, ph, hxq P LGpxq for some x, the pu, vq is uniformly random in LGpxq.

– For x, y P Zp, if there exist x ‰ y such that pg, gxq P LGpxq, ph, hyq P LGpyq,
then pu, vq is uniformly random in G2.

Firstly, we can write h “ gl for some nonzero l P Zp, where g and h are
generators of G. Choose x P Zp randomly and suppose pg, gxq and ph, hxq belong
to LGpxq. Now, u “ gsht “ gs`lt is uniformly random in G, since g is a generator
of G and s is random in Zp. Furthermore, v “ pgxqsphxqt “ pgshtqx “ pgs`ltqx

and thus, pu, vq P LGpxq.

For x, y P Zp and x ‰ y, now suppose pg, gxq P LGpxq and ph, hyq P LGpyq.
Then u “ gsht “ gs`lt and v “ gsx`lyt. Because rpx ´ yq ‰ 0 P Zp, the
expression s ` lt and sx ` lyt are linearly independent combinations of s and t.
Therefore, over the choice of s, t P Zp, u and v are uniform and independent in
G.



2.5 Dual-Mode Encryption

Our protocol not only based on indistinguishability obfuscation but also dual-
mode encryption, which is a probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine Π
that contains six algorithms[2]:

– Setup p1n, µq: given security parameter n and mode µ P t0, 1u, outputs
pcrs, tq. When µ “ 0, the Setupp1n, 0q represents messy mode setup algo-
rithm, denoted by SetupMessyp1nq; When µ “ 1, the Setupp1n, 1q repre-
sents decryption mode setup algorithm, denoted by SetupDecp1nq. The crs
is a common string for the remaining algorithms, and t is a auxiliary trap-
door value that enables either the FindMessy or TrapKeyGen algorithm,
depending on the selected mode.

– KeyGenpσ, crsq: given a branch value σ P t0, 1u, outputs ppk, skq where pk
is a public key and sk is a corresponding secret key for message encrypted
on branch σ.

– Encppk, b,m, crsq: given a public key pk, a branch value b P t0, 1u, and a
message m P t0, 1uh, outputs a ciphertext c encrypted on branch b.

– Decpsk, c, crsq: given a secret key sk and a ciphertext c, outputs a message
m P t0, 1uh.

– FindMessypt, pk, crsq: given a trapdoor t and some (possibly even mal-
formed) public key pk, outputs a branch value b P t0, 1u corresponding to a
messy branch of pk.

– TrapKeyGenpt, crsq: given a trapdoor t, outputs ppk, sk0, sk1q, where pk is a
public encryption key and sk0, sk1 are corresponding secret decryption keys
for branches 0 and 1, respectively.

This encryption cryptosystem sets up in one of two modes, call messy mode
and decryption mode. The first crucial security property is that no (efficient)
adversary can distinguish the two mode given crs. We will focus on these two
mode to obfuscate the encryption scheme and generalize it in multi-message and
large branch sense. The specific progress are discussed in later sections.

Definition 3. (Dual-Mode Encryption).A dual-mode cryptosystem is a tuple of
algorithms described above that satisfy the following properties:

1. Completeness for decryptable branch: For every µ P t0, 1u, every pcrs, tq
Ð Setupp1n, µq, every σ P t0, 1u, every ppk, skq Ð EKGpσq, and every m P

t0, 1ul, decryption is correct on branch σ,i.e.,Decpsk,Encppk, σ,mqq “ m. It
also suffices for decryption to be correct with overwhelming probability over
the randomness of the entire experiment.

2. Indistinguishability of modes: The first output of algorithm SetupMessy
and SetupDec are computationally indistinguishable, i.e., SetupMessyp1nq
c
≈ SetupDecp1nq.

3. (Messy mode) Trapdoor identification of a messy branch: For every
pcrs, tq Ð SetupMessyp1nq and every (possibly malformed) pk Ð EKGpσq,
FindMessypt, pkq outputs a branch value b P t0, 1u such that Encppk, b, ¨q is

messy. Namely, for every m0,m1P t0, 1ul, Encppk, b,m0q
s
≈ Encppk, b,m1q.



4. (Decryption mode)Trapdoor generation of keys decryptable on both
branches: For every pcrs, tq Ð SetupDecp1nq, TrapKeyGenptq outputs

ppk, sk0, sk1q such that for every σ P t0, 1u,ppk, skσq
s
≈ KeyGenpσq.

3 Construct the Obfuscator for the encryption scheme
based on DDH

3.1 The encryption scheme based on DDH assumption

A probabilistic public key cryptosystem PKE is a probabilistic polynomial time
Turing machine Π that contains three algorithm:

(1)EKG: on inputs p generates a pair of pubic-secret key ppk, skq and outputs
the description of two algorithms, E and D such that

(2)E is a probabilistic encryption algorithm: for some constants p , public
key pk and a plaintext m, returns the ciphertext c, let G be the message space
defined by pp, pkq.

(3)D is a deterministic decryption algorithm: for some constants p, secret
key sk and ciphertext c, returns the plaintext m. The security of a public-
key encryption scheme is indistinguishability of Encryptions against CPAs. The
details as follow.

Definition 4. (Indistinguishability of Encryptions against CPAs) A PKE scheme
pEKG,E,Dq satisfies the indistinguishability if the following condition holds:
For every PPT machine pair A1,A2(adversary),every polynomial pp¨q, all suffi-
ciently large n P N,

2 ¨ Pr

»

—

—

–

p Ð Setupp1nq; ppk, skq Ð EKGppq;
pm1,m2q Ð A1pp, pkq; b Ð t0, 1u; c Ð Eppk,mbq;
d Ð A2pp, pk, pm1,m2q, cq;
b “ d.

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

´ 1 ď
1

ppnq

where we assume that A1 produces a valid message pair m0 and m0 P G.

According to the standard definition above, we have the DDH-based encryp-
tion scheme as follows.

– EKGp1nq.
1. Select G “ pG, p, gq Ð Gp1nq, where G is the message space of the

scheme.
2. Choose a uniformly random element h and exponents r Ð Zp in G.
3. Let pk “ pg, h, gr, hrq and sk “ r.
4. Output ppk, skq.

– Encppk,mq.
1. Parse pk as pg, h, gr, hrq.
2. Let pu, vq Ð Randomizepg, h, gr, hrq.
3. Output the ciphertext c “ pu, v ¨ mq.

– Decpsk, cq.



1. Parse c as pe0, e1q.
2. Output m “ e1{er0.

Obviously, this encryption scheme satisfy the completeness property. More pre-
cisely, Decpsk, cq “ Decpsk,Encppk,mqq “ e1{er0 “ pgrqsphrqt ¨m{pgs ¨ htqr “ m
always sets up.

Theorem 1. Under DDH assumption, the encryption scheme satisfies the in-
distinguishability.

Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we show that if there exist an adversary A1

can distinguishing the encryptions c0, c1 of two message m0 and m1 under pk “

pg, h, gr, hrq with non-negligible probability, then we construct an adversary A1
1

that will break the DDH assumption with non-negligible probability as well.
Following the encryption scheme, we have

c0 “ pu0, v0 ¨ m0q “ pgs0ht0 , pgrqs0phrqt0 ¨ mq

c1 “ pu1, v1 ¨ m1q “ pgs1ht1 , pgrqs1phrqt1 ¨ mq

Because of gs0ht0 and pgrqs0phrqt0 have the same form pgaqs0phaqt0(a “ 1 or
a “ r).Now let w0 “ pgaqs0phaqt0 and w1 “ pgaqs1phaqt1 , and A1 distinguishing
c0 from c1, we only need to consider A1 distinguishing w0 from w1. As known
above, g, h are generators of G, then there is some l P Zp such that h “ gl. Now,
we have w0 “ gas0`lat0 and w1 “ gas1`lat1 . Thus A1 have power to distinguish
the two randomness as0 ` lat0 and as1 ` lat1, where si, ti are uniform randomly
selected in Zp and i P t0, 1u.

A1
1 works as follows:

– A1
1 receives as input a tuple pg, h, ga,W q, where g, h are random generators

of the group G and a are random exponents. The goal of A1
1 is to determine

whether W “ ha.
– A1

1 picks the random generator g of group G.
– On receiving two message m0 and m1 from A1, A

1
1 flips a bit b randomly

and sends cb “ pw0, w1 ¨ mq as the ciphertext of mb to A1.
– A1 replies with a bit b˚. A1

1 simply outputs 1 if b “ b˚ (i.e., guessing that
W “ ha); otherwise outputs a random bit(i.e., W is a random parameter).

It is easy to see that when W is random, the encryption result cb is inde-
pendent of b and hence the success probability of A1 is exactly 1{2 in this case.
When W “ ha, the encryption result cb has the same distribution as the ub. Ac-
cording to the assumption, the adversary A1 has advantage at least ϵ . That is,
A1

1 succeeds in determining whether W “ ga also with non-negligible advantage,
A1

1 breaks the DDH assumption, then the theorem established.

3.2 The obfuscator for DDH-based encryption scheme

In this section, we want to obfuscate the DDH-based encryption scheme above.
Inspired by the dual-model cryptosystem which was proposed by Peikert et.al



in [2], we try to combine it with indistinguishability obfuscation definition to
get a useful encryption scheme which we called two-branch obfuscator. Let the
circuit Cn to compute the DDH-based encryption, the specific progress of the
obfuscator ObfCn is as follows:

– Setupp1nq: G “ pG, p, gq Ð Gp1nq, where G is the message space of the
system.

‚ 1-obf-branch: Randomly choose generators g0 Ð G and g1 Ð G. And
Randomly choose x0, x1 Ð Zp as nonzero exponents where x0 ‰ x1. Let
δ1 “ Obfuscatep1λ, C1q and δ2 “ Obfuscatep1λ, C2q (for detail about
C1 and C2 see Figure 3 and Figure 4). Let crs “ pg0, δ1, g1, δ2q and
t “ px0, x1q. Output pcrs, tq.

‚ 2-obf-branch: Randomly choose generators g0 Ð G. And Randomly
choose x, y0, y1 Ð Zp as nonzero exponents where y0 ‰ y1. Let g1 “ gy0

0

and δ1 “ Obfuscatep1λ, C3q, δ2 “ Obfuscatep1λ, C4q(for detail about
C3 and C4 see Figure 5 and Figure 6).Let crs “ pg0, δ3, g1, δ4q and
t “ py0, y1q. Output pcrs, tq.

– EKGpσ, crsq: Call the Evaluatepδ, crsq algorithm.Let h0 “ Evaluatepδ1, g0q

and h1 “ Evaluatepδ2, g1q. Choose uniformly random elements r Ð Zp. Let
g “ grσ and h “ hr

σ. Let pk “ pg, hq. Let sk “ pa, rq. Output ppk, skq.

– Encppk, b,m, crsq: Parse pk as pg, hq. Let pkb “ pgb, hb, g, hq. Let pu, vq Ð

Randomizepg, h, gr, hrq. Output the ciphertext c “ pu, v ¨ mq as the encryp-
tion of m on encrypt-branch b.

– Decpsk, c, crsq: Parse c as pe0, e1q. Output m “ e1{er0.

– FindMessypt, pk, crsq: Parse the 1-obf-branch trapdoor t as px0, x1q where
x0 ‰ x1. Parse the public key pk as pg, hq. If h ‰ gx0 , then output b “ 0
as a (candidate) messy encrypt-branch. Otherwise, we have h “ gx0 ‰ gx1

because x0 ‰ x1, so output b “ 1 as a (candidate) messy encrypt-branch.

– TrapKeyGenpt, crsq: Parse the 2-obf-branch trapdoor t as a nonzero y P Zp.
Pick a random r Ð Zp and compute pk “ pgr0, h

r
0q and output ppk, r, r{yq.

CIRCUIT C1

Circuit C1 proceeds as follows:
INPUT: g0 selected randomly in 1-obf-branch.
CONSTANTS: x0 selected randomly in 1-obf-branch.

1. Let η = gx0
0

2. Output η.

Fig.3.



CIRCUIT C2

Circuit C2 proceeds as follows:
INPUT: g1 selected randomly in 1-obf-branch.
CONSTANTS: x1 selected randomly in 1-obf-branch.

1. Let η = gx1
1

2. Output η.

Fig.4.

CIRCUIT C3

Circuit C3 proceeds as follows:
INPUT: g0 selected randomly in 1-obf-branch.
CONSTANTS: x selected randomly in 1-obf-branch.

1. Let η = gx0
2. Output η.

Fig.5.

CIRCUIT C4

Circuit C4 proceeds as follows:
INPUT: g1 made by g0 in 1-obf-branch.
CONSTANTS: x selected randomly in 1-obf-branch.

1. Let η = gx1
2. Output η.

Fig.6.
Obviously, the string crs of the two obf-branches are computational indistin-
guishable and the functionality is remained. So we omit the proofs.

3.3 Multi-branch Obfuscation

In this section, we use a Multielement-randomization based on the hardness
of Decisional Diffie-Hellman to construct an encryption scheme called DDHEn-
cryption. We note that the Multielement-randomization is evolved by Naor’s[5]
scheme, the algorithm writes MR for short.

Lemma 1. (Multielement-randomization) Let G be an arbitrary multiplica-
tive group of prime order p. For px1, x2, . . . , xlq P Zp, we define LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq

“ ppg, gx1 , . . . , gxlq, g P Gq. The probabilistic algorithm MR takes generators g, h
and pg1, g2, . . . , glq, ph1, h2, . . . , hlq P Gl as input, output a pair pu, vq P Gnˆn,
where u “ pu1, u2, . . . , ulq and v “ pv1, v2, . . . , vlq.



– If for some px1, x2, . . . , xlq, exists pg, g1, g2, . . . , glq P LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq, and
ph, h1, h2, . . . , hlq P LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq, the pu, vq is uniformly random in
LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq.

– If pg, g1, g2, . . . , glq P LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq, ph, h1, h2, . . . , hlq P LGpy1, y2, . . . , ylq

for xi ‰ yj, where i, j P r1, ls, then pu, vq is uniformly random in Gn2

.

Proof. We define the MRpg, h, g1, g2, . . . , gl, h1, h2, . . . , hlq proceeds as follow.
Select random number si, ti P Zp independently, and let ui “ gsihti , vi “

gi
sihi

ti , where i P r1, ls. Since g and h are generators of G, then for some nonzero
r P Zp, we have h “ gr.

– For some px1, x2, . . . , xlq, Let pg, g1, g2, . . . , glq P LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq, and let
ph, h1, h2, . . . , hlq P LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq , then we have ui “ gsihti “ gsi`rti

is uniformly random in G as for the generator g, si is random in Zp, where
i P r1, ls. At the same time, vi “ gsii hti

i “ gsixihtixi “ pgsihtiqxi “ uxi
i ,

where i P r1, ls, pu, vq P LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq.
– And for xi ‰ yj , then we let pg, g1, g2, . . . , glq P LGpx1, x2, . . . , xlq, and let

ph, h1, h2, . . . , hlq P LGpy1, y2, . . . , ylq. Then we have ui “ gsihti “ gsi`rti

and vi “ pgiq
siphiq

ti “ gxisihyiti “ gxisi`yitir. Since rpxi ´ yiq ‰ 0 P Z, the
expressions si ` rti and xisi ` ryiti are linearly independent combinations
of si and ti. Therefore, over the choice siti P Z, where i P r1, ls, u and v are
uniform and independent in G.

Thus, the lemma is established. Then we adjust it to be a multi-encryption
cryptosystem.

(Multi-encryption Scheme) Here we propose a new defition called Multi-
branch Obfuscation informally, where the branch refers to the encrypt-branch
σ in the above cryptosystem. For i P r1, ls:

1. DDHKeyGenp1nq. Select G “ pG, p, gq Ð Gp1nq. The message space of
the scheme is G. Choose a uniformly random element h and exponents
px1, x2, . . . , xnq Ð Zp in G. Let pki “ pg, h, gxi , hxiq and ski “ xi, then
output ppki, skiq.

2. DDHEncppki,mjq. Parse pki as pg, h, gi, hiq. Let pui, viq Ð Randomizepg, h, gi, hiq

and output the ciphertext pui, vi ¨ miq,where j.

3. DDHDecpski, ciq. Parse ci as pc0,i, c1,iq and output c1,i{c
ski
0,i .

As above described, every branch is similar each other and can be seen as indis-
tinguishable. So we can call it a simple Multi-branch Obfuscation temporar-
ily.

4 The oblivious protocol from indistinguishability
obfuscation

4.1 Oblivious Transfer Protocol

Now we will define oblivious transfer protocol formally. Obvious transfer proto-
col involves a sender Alice with input x1, . . . , xl and a receiver Bob with input



σ1, . . . , σk P r1, ls. Bob should learn xσ1 , . . . , xσk
(and nothing else) and Alice

should learn nothing. The exact definition of the ideal oblivious transfer func-
tionality, denoted Fkˆl

OT which capture k-out-of-l OT, specific progress see Figure
7.

Functionality Fkˆl
OT

Fkˆl
OT proceeds as follow, parameterized with an integer l and interacts with

sender Alice and receiver Bob and adversary S:

1. Upon receiving a message psid, sender, x1, . . . , xlq from S, where each xi P

t0, 1um, record the tuple px1, . . . , xlq.(The length of the strings m is fixed
and known to all parties.)

2. Upon receving a message psid, reciver, σ1, . . . , σkq from R, where
σ1, . . . , σk P r1, ls, check if a (sid, receiver,. . .) message was previously
sent. If yes, send (sid,xσ1 ,. . . ,xσk

) to R and (sid) to adversary S and halt.
If not, send nothing to R(but continue running).

Fig.7.The oblivious transfer functionality Fkˆl
OT

4.2 Construct the Oblivious Transfer Protocol from
indistinguishability obfuscation

Protocol OT ob for Oblivious Transfer
OT ob proceeds as follows, parameterized with the ob P t1, 2u that chosen
previously (which indicates the type of crs to be used, i.e. ob=1 means choose
1-obf-branch and ob=2 means 2-obf-branch) and an integer l, it interacts with
sender Alice and receiver Bob and adversary S:
SENDER INPUT: psid, sender, x1, . . . , xlq, where x1, . . . , xl P t0, 1un

RECEIVER INPUT: psid, reciver, σ1, . . . , σkq, where σ1, . . . , σk P t0, lu
.

When actived with their input, the sender S queries FCRS with (sid, S,R) and
gets back (sid,crs). The receiver R then queries FCRS with (sid, S,R) and gets
back (sid,crs).

1. R computes ppki, skiq Ð EKGpcrs, σiq where i P r1, ks, sends (sid, ssid,
pk1 ,. . . ,pkk) to S and stores (sid, ssid, sk1 ,. . . ,skk).

2. S gets (sid, ssid, pk1 ,. . . ,pkk) from R, computes yi,b Ð Encppki, b, xbq for
each b P r1, ls where i P r1, ks,and sends (sid,ssid,yi,1,. . .,yil) to R where
i P r1, ks.

3. R gets (sid,ssid,yi,1,. . .,yi,l) from S and outputs
(sid,ssid,Decpski, yi,δiq)where i P r1, ks and (sid,ssid,sk1,. . .,skk)was
stroed above.

Fig.8.The oblivious transfer protocol OT ob realizing functionality Fkˆl
OT



Here we construct a protocol OT ob that realizes the ideal oblivious transfer
functionality Fkˆl

OT . The protocol can actually operate in either obf-branches,
which only affects the distribution of the CRS that is used. Our protocol is
given in Figure 8 above. And our OT protocol operates in common reference
string model. By designing a protocol for the multi-session extension Fkˆl

OT of
the OT functionality FOT , we reuse the same common reference string for dis-
tinct invocations of oblivious transfer whenever possible. According to [2], Fkˆl

OT

acts as a ”wrapper” around any number of independent executions of FOT and
coordinates their interactions with the parties via subsessions (specified by a
parameter ssid) of a single session (specified by a parameter sid).

5 The Security of our Obfuscator of DDH-based
Cryptosystem and OT ob protocol

In this section, we attribute the security of our cryptosystem to DDH assump-
tion and the dual-mode cryptosystem[2] and the candidate indistinguishability
obfuscator[1] consisting the Obfuscatep1n, Cq and Evaluatepσ,mq algorithm.

Lemma 2. (Indistinguishability of the candidate obfuscation) It is hard
to distinguish an obfuscation of C0 from an obfuscation of C1, for any two circuits
C0 and C1 of the same size that compute the exact same function.

Proof sketch. In [1], they proved that for all C0, C1 P Cλ there can be no poly-
time indistinguishability attacker A that wins the security game from section
2 in [1] with non-negligible advantage. And they also proved that their iO for
poly-sized circuits is secure in the indistinguishability game. They completed
their proof using a sequence of hybrids. The challenger obfuscates C0 in the first
hybrid. They then gradually changed the obfuscation in multiple hybrid steps
into an obfuscation of C1. They showed that each successive hybrid experiment
is indistinguishable from the last, thus showing the obfuscator to have indistin-
guishability security. The proof hybrid stepped themselves primarily weave back
and forth in between changing the underlying ciphertexts and the programs that
are used in a two-key proof type manner. (details of the proof see [1])

Theorem 2. No adversary can distinguish which obf-branch is used with over-
whelming probability, assuming that DDH is hard for G.

proof sketch.We give out the proof sketch of theorem above as follows.

– Our construction employs groups for which the DDH problem is believed
to be hard. We use the DDH assumption whose version is as follows: for
random generators g,hP G and for distinct but otherwise random a,b P Zp,
the tuple pg, h, ga, haq and pg, h, ga, hbq are computational indistinguishable.
This version of the DDH assumption is equivalent to another common form,
namely, that c ‰ ab with overwhelming probability.



– The first security property of our scheme is the indistinguishability of the two
obf-branchs. Obviliously, the outputs of two obf-branches crs1 “ pg0, δ1, g1, δ2q,
t1 “ px0, x1q and crs2 “ pg

1

0, δ3, g
1

1, δ4q and t2 “ py0, y1q have the same form:
g0, g1, g

1

0 and g
1

1 are all generators chosen randomly, δ1, δ2, δ3 and δ4 are all
obfuscation of the equivalent circuits, which implies indistinguishable.

– The pk of the two obf-branches is also indistinguishable. In EKG algorithm,
the obfuscation is transformed into hb and crs “ pg0, h0, g1, h1q. In 1-obf-
branch, crs = (g0,h0 “ gx0

0 , g1,h1 “ gx1
1 ), where g0, g1 are random generators

of G and x0,x1 are distinct and nonzero in Zp. Let a=logg0g1, which is nonze-
ro but otherwise uniform in in Zp. Then b=logh0ph1q=a ¨ x1{x0 is nonzero
and distinct from a, but otherwise uniform. Therefore crs os statistically
closed to a random DDH non-tuple (g0,h0,g

a
0 ,h

b
0), where a,b Ð Zp. Since

logh0ph1q=logg0pg1q = y is nonzero and random in Zp, crs is statically close
to a random DDH tuple. Under the DDH assumption, the indistinguishabil-
ity of crs results to the indistinguishability of the pk.

Theorem 3. Let ob P t0, 1u. Protocol OT ob securely realizes the functionality
Fkˆl

OT in the FCRS-hybrid model.

For ob=1, the sender’s security is statical and the receiver’s security is com-
putational; for ob=2, the security properties are reversed.
Proof. Given all the properties of a dual-mode cryptosystem ( 1-obf-branch
corresponds to the messy mode and 2-obf-branch corresponds to the decryption
mode), the proof is conceptually quite straightforward. There is a direct corre-
spondence between completeness and the case that neither party is corrupted,
also between 1-obf-branch and statistical security for the sender, and between
2-obf-branch and statistical security for the receiver. The indistinguishability of
two obf-branchs will establishes computational security for the appropriate party
in the protocol.

S and R are the two parities who take part in the communication, and they
run the protocol OT obra. Let A be a static adversary that interacts with the
parties. We now construct an ideal world adversary (simulator) S interacting
with the ideal functionality Fkˆl

OT , such that no environment Z can distinguish
an interaction with A in the above protocol from an interaction with S in the
ideal world. Recall that S interacts with both the environment Z and the ideal
functionality Fkˆl

OT .
S starts by invoking a copy of A and running a simulated interaction of A

with Z and the players S and R, S works as follows:
Simulating the communication with Z: Every input value that S from Z is
written into the adversary A1s input tape(as if coming from A1s environment).
Every output value written by A on its output tape is copied to S 1s own output
tape(to be read by the environment Z).
Simulating the case when only the receiver R is corrupted: Regardless of
the obf-branch of the protocol, S does the following. Run the 1-obf-branch setup
algorithm, producing pcrs, tq. When the parties query the ideal functionality
Fkˆl

OT , return psid, crsq to them. (Note that when obra=2-obf-branch, the crs



then returned is identically distributed to the one returned by OT obra, whereas
when obra=1-obf-branch, the simulated crs has a different distribution from the
one returned by OT obra in the protocol).

When A produces a protocol message psid, ssid, pkq, S find the messy branch
letting b Ð FindMessypcrs, t, pkq. S then sends psid, ssid, receiver, 1´bq to the
ideal functionality Fkˆl

OT , receives the output psid, ssid, x1´bq, and stores it along
with the value b.

When the dummy S is activated for subsession psid, ssidq, S looks up the
corresponding b and x1´b, computes y1´b ÐEncppk, b, 0lq and sends the adver-
sary A the message psid, ssid, y0, y1q as if it were from S.
Simulating the case when only the send S is corrupted: Regardless of
the obf-branch of the protocol, S does as follows. Run the 2-obf-branch setup
algorithm, producing pcrs, tq. When the parities query the ideal functionality
Fkˆl

OT , return psid, crsq to them.

When the dummy R is actived on psid, ssidq, S computes ppk, sk0, sk1q

Ð TrapKeyGenpcrs, tq, sends psid, ssid, pkq to A as if from R, and stores
psid, ssid, pk, sk0, sk1q. When A replies with a message psid, ssid, y0, y1q, S looks
up the corresponding ppk, sk0, sk1q, computes xbÐDecpskb, ybq for each b P 0, 1
and sends to Fkˆl

OT the message psid, ssid, sender, x0, x1q.
Simulating the remaining cases: When both parties are corrupted, the sim-
ulator S just runs A internally(who itself generates the message from both S
and R).

When neither party is corrupted, S internally runs the honest R on input
psid, ssid, δ “ 0q and honest S on input psid, ssid, x0 “ 0l, x1 “ 0lq, activating
the appropriate algorithm when the corresponding dummy party is activated in
the ideal execution, and delivering all messages between its internal R and S
to A. The proof will be completed using the following claims, which are proved
lately:

1.(Claim 1, statistical security for S in 1-obf-branch) When A corrupts the
receiver R,

IDEAFkˆl
OT ,S,Z

s
«EXECOT 1,A,Z

2.(Claim 2, statistical security for R in 2-obf-branch) When A corrupts the
receiver S,

IDEAFkˆl
OT ,S,Z

s
«EXECOT 2,A,Z

3.(Claim 3, parameter switching.) For any protocol πob in the FCRS-hybrid
model, any adversary A and any environment Z,

EXECπ1,A,Z
c
«EXECπ2,A,Z

We now complete the proof as follows. Consider the protocol OT 1. When
A corrupts R, by item 1 above we have statistical security for S(whether or
nor S is corrupted). When When A corrupts S, by item 2 and 3 we have

IDEAFkˆl
OT ,S,Z

s
«EXECOT 2,A,Z

c
«EXECOT 1,A,Z

which implies computational security for R.

It remains to show computation security when neither the sender nor the
receive is corrupted. Let EXECOT 1,A,Zpx0, x1, bq denote the output of an envi-



ronment in the protocol OT 1 that sets the inputs of the sender S to be the bit
b. The following sequence of hybrids establishes what we want.

EXECOT 1,A,Zpx0, x1, bq
s
«EXECOT 1,A,Zp0l, x1, 1q

c
«

EXECOT 1,A,Zp0l, x1, 0q
s
«EXECOT 1,A,Zp0l, 0l, 0q

The first two and the last two experiments are statically indistinguishable
because of the messy property of encryption, and the second and third experi-
ments are computational indistinguishable because of the computational hiding
of the receiver’s selection bit.The first experiment corresponds to the real world
execution, whereas the last experiment is what the simulator runs. Furthermore,
by the completeness of the dual-mode cryptosystem, the first experiment is sta-
tistically indistinguishable from the ideal world execution with input px0, x1, bq.

The proof of security for protocol OT 2 follows symmetrically, and we are
done.

It remains to prove the three claims made in the proof above.

Claim 1.If the adversary A corrupts the receiver R in an execution of OT 1,
then we have

IDEAFkˆl
OT ,S,Z

s
«EXECOT 1,A,Z

Proof.The real world execution can be seen as a game that proceeds as
follows, interacting with the environment Zpzq: first,produce crs. Then the en-
vironment arbitrarily schedules some number of subsessions, where in each sub-
session, Z chooses an arbitrary pk and arbitrary inputs px0, x1q for the honest
sender S, who sends ybÐ Encpcrs, pk, b, xbq for each b P t0, 1u to Z.

The ideal world excution proceeds similarly; however,first produce pcrs, tq(but
only crs is visible to Z). Then the environment arbitrarily schedules subsession-
s, where in each subsession Z produces an arbitrary pk and arbitrary input
px0, x1q for the dummmy S. The simulator S runs b ÐFindMessypt, pkq and
learns x1´b from the functionality Fkˆl

OT . It then sends yb ÐEncpcrs, pk, b, 0lq
and y1´b ÐEncpcrs, pk, 1 ´ b, x1´bq to Z.

The only difference between the two games is therefore in yb in each sub-
session. But by trapdoor identification of a messy branch, we have in the ideal

game that Encpcrs, pk, b, 0lq
s
«Encpcrs, pk, b, xbq. Therefore the two games are

statistically indistinguishable.

Claim 2.If the adversary A corrupts the receiver S in an execution of OT 2,
then we have

IDEAFkˆl
OT ,S,Z

s
«EXECOT 2,A,Z

The proof method is as above, so we omit this proof.

Claim 3.For any protocol πob in the FCRS-hybrid model, any adversary A
and any environment Z,

EXECπ1,A,Z
c
«EXECπ2,A,Z

Proof. By the indistinguishability of the two obf-branch, the crs are com-
putational indistinguishable. Environment Z running protocol πob can be seen
as an efficient algorithm that receives a polynomial number of samples from
either 1-obf-branch or 2-obf-branch. By a standard hybrid argument, the two
executions are indistinguishable.



6 Conclusion

A new oblivious transform protocol from indistinguishability obfuscation has
been proposed in this paper under DDH assumption and based on the the dual-
mode cryptosystem. Following Chris Peikert, Vinod Vaikuntanathan and Brent
Waters’s steps, we presents our new DDH cryptosystem using the candidate
indistinguishability obfuscation of [1] and dual-mode model. Our scheme can
protect the privacy of senders and receivers realizing the oblivious transform
functionality, and we then give proof of its security. Furthermore, we will continue
to focusing the research and application of obfuscation.
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